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By Sarah Kleck

BRILLIANCE AUDIO, United States, 2015. CD-Audio. Book Condition: New. Unabridged. 170 x 135
mm. Language: English . Brand New. After her parents died in a car accident when she was just a
child, Evelyn Lakewood was left alone in the world. Now grown up, she enrolls at Oxford University,
where she begins to create a new, stable life. But when she encounters Jared Calmburry, who she
later discovers is an orphan with his own tragic history, the equilibrium she was striving for is
thrown off. Instantly drawn to this mysterious stranger with the incredible blue eyes, and
confounded by the unusual events that occur whenever they meet, Evelyn resolves to investigate
further. What she finds will startle her beyond measure: an ancient legacy of magic, a centuries-old
secret society, and a foreboding legend with her and Jared at its center. As she follows a cryptic
trail, Evelyn will discover clues to her own painful past, answers she hadn t even been looking for
and a passionate love she cannot resist despite the dangers it brings.
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ReviewsReviews

A whole new eBook with a brand new point of view. It is really simplistic but surprises in the fi y percent of the publication. I am just e ortlessly can get a
delight of looking at a written ebook.
-- Mariano Gleichner-- Mariano Gleichner

This publication is definitely worth getting. I actually have go through and so i am sure that i will gonna read through again yet again later on. I am just
quickly can get a satisfaction of looking at a created pdf.
-- Hailee Armstrong I-- Hailee Armstrong I
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